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ABSAC
The paper reveals the schematic of a real time holographic microscope featuring a
phase conjugate mirror for retroreflection and a scanning module.The instrument is

provided with Epi- arid Dia- brightfield capabilities,video/photosensing output and
optional optoelectronic processing.
An analysis of the real time restoration process in comparison with conventional
holography is presented.The paper reviews the merits and drawbacks of the setup and
concludes with a brief discussion on 2D scanning options.

1 INOWCI'K

We examine below an application of the so-called photorefractive nearly degenerate
four wave mixing ( DPWM) to solid state imaging in a typical microscope package.
Essentially this concept combines benefits of the self-pumped phase conjugation with

those given by point or line object scanning.If certain operational requirnents re—
lated to an efficient phase conj ugation, image capture and processing are met, such a
setup can deliver real-time holographic images featuring several advantages over con
ventional or holographic microscopy.

2 ARRANGEMENT DEScRIPTION

As known from literature1 '
2
a maj or benefit of using photorefractive crystals to

generate DFWM over other similar techniques lies in the low power input (MW) required
to activate the self-pumped conj ugation .Furtherirore if a frequency shifter is used

to slightly detune t1ie pump , intensity gain in the conj ugate beam can be achie
ved (up to 8..12 cm exponential gain coefficient).
Reffering to fig . 1 DL stands for a narrow band laser diode , SM is the scanning rrKdu]e
C is a collimator lens , NDF a set of neutral density filters, P a s-polarizer plate
as parralel beamsplitters, M high reflectivity mirrors, PM piezcxnirror, LT light trap
D aperture iris , 0 the obj ect specimen having an uknown transmission function, OS is

the obj ective slider containing obj ective Ob, PC the phase conj ugator consisting of
photorefractive crystals such as B1 SiO2 ,BaTiO3,LiNW3 or similar, G glass plates
A/R coated, DP stands for the recording 9iane containing appropiate holographic film
or a combination of nonlinear masks/substrates or optional video sensors/high resolu
tion photodetector array, A is an amplifier , DE digital electronics and liP is the
system microprocessor.

3 CONSTRUCTIVE CONSIDERATIONS

A parralel beam of light delivered by C is split into two components namely the refe
rence pump wave (E ) and the weak obj ect wave (E1 ) .The latter coherently illuminates
a selected point o line object after being deflected by SM and focussed by the ob-
j ective Ob .The mirror M1 ceats the readout beam ( E2 ) and the conj ugate beam (E
counterpropagates to E1 ( k =-k1 ) .The applied electric field E0 controls the drit
velocity and the beam couplng process.Using the piezomirror,frequency of oscillation
inside the crystal volume is slightly shifted with respect to pump wave frequency to
accomplish quasiresonant cavity conditions.The end result is that both fringe a±xi
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and grating velocity are being optimized1 .Signal photodetection is performed at a lo
cation conj ugate to the obj ect plane via BS3 (unit magnification) .Frame information

can be optionally stored, displayed, magnified or manipulated with appropiate electro
nic hardware.
The basic setup may be designed in several configurations as shown in fig.1 to fig.4:

1 .standard
2 .Fourier transform holography
3.confocal scanning
4 .object beam steering

Main functional features of the approach are reviewed below:
a) To change from transmission to reflection , the illuminator rrdule ( DL, C, SM, P, NDF)
is either swung around an horizontal axis coplanare with the obj ect plane or slid
along the upper section of the microscope.When doing so mirror M is manually or auto
matically flipped in.BS1must be driven also to the right orieniAion.
b) To switch from one afrangement to , the obj ective slider is pulled out and
locked in the desired location.
C ) The fixed transmission NDF may be substituted by a pair of crossed linear polari-
zers having variable relative orientation.However it is very likely that image degra
dation will in this case occur due to local birefringence along the illumination and
observation paths.
d) Photorefractive amplification and lack of crosstalk among interacting beams depend
on the applied electric field E0 ,incident beam ratio E /E1 as well as on pump beam
ratio E /E .Significant gain requires use of a cascade 8f two phase conj ugators.
madeofrs Between amplfication and signal-to-noise ratio + system complexity are to
be considered.

3
e) Captured image exhibits low sensitivity to object speckle
f ) The setup is compatible with conventional optical contrast enhancement techniques
available for microscopy (phase co, Hoffman rrod,ulation) .In a broader interpreta

tion ,coherent optical processing may be emplyed to sense phase obj ects , to evaluate
scale/orientatçn and intensity features or to perform pattern sampling with wedge -
ring detection '.

g) Observation of fast changes of the specimen (against steady background) such as
crystal growing or bacterial monitoring can be also implemented. In this case the setup
takes advantage of fast response scanning provided by either acoustooptical or confo
cal deflection as well as time-delaying features offered by phase conjugation.

Pulsations g: the conjugate beam are induced via time-varying the electric field across
the crystal
h) Besides electronic edge detection, contrast enhancement for low transmission objects
is also a potential capability .It is accaaplished by swinging out NDF and closing the
iris D to increase object beam intensity and attenuate the pump beam.As a result the
reconstructed image displays a specific amplitude rrodulation in phase with pecimen' s
minute details )•

Limitations of the setup relate to the following:
a) Illumination has to be done using coherent narrow band radiation.
b) No optical magnification is available as in conventional or holographic microscopy.
c) If object beam steering is achiev with electrooptic riodulators, output linearity
usually requires 1 /4 waveplates in the path.
d) The degree of optoelectronic complexity is comparable to confocal scanning instru-
mentation.
It is also known that the time required to obtain a fully developed wave mixing process
is a function of incident beam intensity. Thus no instantanuous image reconstruction is
possible.
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4 ANALOGY WITH FOURIER TRANSFORM IMAGING ND 'IWO S HOLOGRAPHY

The physical process of creating a volume grating inside the photorefractive crystal is
equivalent to hologram recording.The refractive index nodulation gnthins the product
of reference and obj ect beam amplitudes and can be represented as

n=n0+[(n/2)e(i)E,1E0/(E + E)exP(_iKr) ÷ c.c.] (1)

where K=k -k =2irA1 A =period of fringe pattern, = relative phase shift between the

index grahn and the intensity pattern, E01 and E0 =electric field amplitudes.
The solution of ukhtar' s rrodel for a two-beam cupling with a rroving grating leads

to an optimum fringe spacing:

—1 —1/2 (2)

AOP=2rrEONA
0 1 ye)

where NA is acceptor density, y the recorubination coefficient, E0 stands for the applied
electric field and i for charge carriers mobij.1ity. For instance following numerical va-
lues apply to the Bi1

2 S1020
when E0=1 0 kV. an :

—1 —1 22 —3 —5 2 —1
A =35 rrrL N =.95x10 m , p =10 m .V.s (3)
opt I A

Hologram recording is generated by steady wave mixing of E and E while real-time re-
construction is initiated by E2 .An analogy with side band Fresnel holography ix )reflec
ted light yields the following lateral magnification of the reconstructed image :

m=[R1/(R1+s1) _k2s1/(kR2)J1 (4)

in which s is the distance object to hologram and R1
2
are the curvature

radii for illumination and readout.Since R1 2 (p waves) the above
relation gives unit magnification. '

This circumstance indicates that the phase conjugator PC operates as a
Fourier transform lens in itself since the conjugate beam is a time-rever
sed replica of the object beam.
Assuming:

l/z1 + l/z2 = 1/f (5)

b >> 2f/k1
(6)

where z
2
are the finite conjugates with respect to equivalent lens prin

cipal planes and b is crystal width, and imposing z1=z2 one obtains the
amplitude distribution in the recording plane as:

D(a) = (const).A'.FD(cz/Alf) (7)

in which7
2A = c1c2 exp(ik1a /2f) (8)
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Cl = (1—ik1s2)cosO/2Trs (9)

C = (1-ik S )cosO /27rs2 (10)
2 ci 1

r 2 2 21/2cosO = s1/r =
s1/j(E—x) +(r—y) ÷ s1] (11)

FD(aJAlf) = f D().exp[—ik1.a)/f] d (Fourier transform) (12)

E, = coordinates in the obj ect plane

x, y = coordinates in the aperture plane of the conj ugator (13)

a, = coordinates in the detector plane

To test the validity of the above ccmparison,one can place a target grating (with a
well defined spatial frequency and transmission) in the obj ect plane and monitor the
detector response .Amplitude distribution given by ( 7 ) becomes the calibration gauge of

the phase conj ugator.
The arrangement presented in fig .2b operates with an intermediate obj ective lens placed
between BS3 and PC .Because the returning beam forms an image after passing through the

lens, ]l its phase distorsions are being rerrved (the "undoing"theorem of phase conju
gation .)This layout is optically similar to the Fourier transform holographic setup
in which both recording and reconstruction are performed with the same objective.
Using the so-called ra5?rence point source on ax, the complex distribution in the lens
transform plane yields ( refer to fig .5):

p() = S() + D(—0) (14)

(x/A1f) = (const.)A'[l ÷ F(x/Xif)exp[_iki(ox)/f] = F(x/X1f) (15)

in which represents the aperture transform and S ( ) the delta function associated
with the pinhole aperture .From ( 1 5 ) the resultant complex distribution in the detector
plane can be written in terms of convolution product involving the lens and the phase

conj ugator:

* *
iL'(a)'S(a) + D (a) ® D (a) + D [—(a-,- o)1+ D (ci— o) (16)

5 SCANNING OPTIONS

Several alternatives are available for obj ect point or line scanning:
1 . galvanornirror
2. poligon scanning
3. acoustooptic deflection
4. confocal scanning

5. object beam steering (2D array)
A comparative evaluation between these options is briefly presented below :
-galvanomirror and poligon scanning potentially increase instrument sensitivity to un-
balanced mechanical vibration.
—acoustooptic scanning implies several technical limitations such as:
a) Bragg diffraction produces an angular spread of beam energy airng various orders.
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It can be shown that M '( 1 1k v)tf is the zero order deflection while ó'( 1 , in
which d stands for beam diameter, is the angular spread .In these formulas f and v5 are

the sound frequency and group velocity, respectively. Therefore high resolution requires
high frequency modulation and large beam apertures.
b) a tppler shift in beam equency, equal in magnitude with the sound frequency ( 75..
1 00 MHz ) , is to be expected. This may create resolution difficuies when minute frequen
cy increments are sought to be achieved with the piezornirror.

2
c ) Acoustooptic scanning exhibits nonlinearity in the deflected power (-'sin ,where

A5
is the sound amplitude) .

9)d) anarrorphic optics is required to deliver a "sheet-lik&' object beam to the scanner
-The confocal scanning arrangement is illustraded in fig .3 ( DIA- option only ) .The ba-
sic feature is the Nipkow spinning disk matching point sources in the illumination path
with the corresponding detector pinholes in the recording path .The technique is suita-
ble for high resolution viewing of reflective surfaces ( ceramics and metals ) , defect
evaluation in semiconductors and in all applications where blocking the scattered light
from an irregular specimen is essential .A tradeoff analysis is necessary to set optimum
balance between beam power and pinhole size.
-Wavefront steeng takes advantage of a two-wave mixing geometry with amplification in
the obj ect beam .The reference wave steadily exchanges energy inside a BaTiO3 crystal
with a selected "pixel" beam emerging fran a 2D array of electrooptic shutters.
Referring to fig.4, object scanning across the X-direction is implemented with appropia
te optical multiplexing (array of fibers and microlenses).

5 SUMMARY

A preliminary investigation on a novel holographic microscope featuring nonlinear retro
reflection has been presented.Making use of low power DPWM properties of photorefractive

1 the setup explores new grounds in the field of real-time image recording.
Potential "first order" benefits/drawbacks and design considerations were discussed.It
is our hope that further theoretical and experimental develoinents will provide additio
nal insight to this promising concept.
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